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Abstract. Precise stereo-based depth estimation at large distances is
challenging: objects become very small, often exhibit low contrast in the
image, and can hardly be separated from the background based on dis-
parity due to measurement noise. In this paper we present an approach
that overcomes these problems by combining robust object segmentation
and highly accurate depth and motion estimation. The segmentation cri-
terion is formulated as a probabilistic combination of disparity, optical
�ow and image intensity that is optimized using graph cuts. Segmen-
tation and segment parameter models for the di�erent cues are itera-
tively re�ned in an Expectation-Maximization scheme. Experiments on
real-world tra�c scenes demonstrate the accuracy of segmentation and
disparity results for vehicles at distances of up to 180 meters. The pro-
posed approach outperforms state-of-the-art stereo methods, achieving
an average object disparity RMS error below 0.1 pixel, at typical object
sizes of less than 15x15 pixels.

1 Introduction

In safety-relevant driver assistance applications it is crucial to detect tra�c par-
ticipants at maximum distances and to estimate their depth and motion as accu-
rately as possible. Stereo vision has become a key sensor in intelligent vehicles,
and typical sensor con�gurations (with baselines of 30 cm and resolutions of 20
px/◦) allow reliable object distance measurements up to approximately 100 m.

Fig. 1. Example of a car at approx. 150 m distance with a width of 15 px. Our multi-cue
approach yields a correct segmentation of object and background as well as an accurate
local disparity map ('MultiSeg Disp') and �ow �eld ('MultiSeg Flow') compared to sub-
pixel smoothed SGM ('sSGM') [12] and TV-L1 Flow [20]. (Best viewed in color)
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While this is su�cient for tra�c at moderate speeds, a range of up to 200 m is
required for high speed scenarios, e.g. on highways. Fig. 1 illustrates an example:
a car at a distance of 150 m has a size of 15x12 pixels and a stereo disparity
of roughly 2.5 pixels, which di�ers from the background disparity by less than
one pixel. Here the smoothness constraints of modern dense disparity estimation
schemes such as Semi-Global Matching [14] hinder the clear distinction of sep-
arate objects. Extensions have been proposed to reduce this e�ect, for example
by discontinuity-preserving disparity smoothing [12]. However, in this work we
argue that measuring depth and motion at such distances requires a combina-
tion of precise object segmentation and disparity estimation. The estimation of
parametric displacement models inside of image segments helps to prevent over-
smoothing of small objects, sharpens object boundaries and increases sub-pixel
accuracy through optimized local support regions and strong regularization.

Image segmentation has widely been applied as a method to improve the ac-
curacy of dense disparity as well as optical �ow estimation. In the area of stereo
computation, recent work includes [9], where high sub-pixel accuracy by itera-
tive segmentation and parameter estimation based on a given global disparity
map and color segmentation is demonstrated. In [3], a joint stereo matching and
object segmentation approach is proposed, describing each object by a plane in
disparity space and a color model by fusing various segmentation and model
parameter proposals. In optical �ow estimation, recent work demonstrates im-
provements in accuracy by using motion segmentation, especially in the case of
rigidly moving objects [19, 21].
While such approaches achieve good results in their respective setting, most de-
pend on the availability of a single reliable segmentation cue (color, motion),
or a high quality initialization of disparity map or �ow �eld. These conditions
are not ful�lled for tra�c scenes at large distances, which are the focus of this
work. One method to reduce such dependencies in segmentation tasks is the
combination of multiple cues. Early work combining both motion and disparity
for segmentation showed promising results on synthetic stereo images [1]. Sev-
eral authors have since demonstrated the bene�t of combining multiple cues in
video segmentation, however not with a focus on high accuracy disparity or �ow
estimation [4, 8, 16].

In this work, we present an approach for the combination of robust multi-cue
object segmentation and highly accurate disparity and optical �ow estimation.
We formulate disparity, optical �ow and image intensity as random �elds and
state a combined segmentation criterion in a Bayesian framework. The need for
heuristically chosen weighting factors is avoided as each of the cues is implicitly
weighted by its discriminative power. To simultaneously solve for both image seg-
mentation and segment parameter models of disparity, optical �ow and intensity,
we employ an iterative Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. We further
show how priors from global disparity and �ow algorithms can be integrated to
additionally increase robustness. The proposed method yields high quality seg-
mentation results and highly accurate disparity estimates, as we demonstrate on
challenging real-world data.
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2 Probabilistic iterative multi-cue segmentation

Given two recti�ed image pairs of a stereo video sequence at times t and t−1, we
consider a rectangular image patch around a selected object of interest as input
to our algorithm. An object of interest can be determined by either using an
appearance-based object detector, or by complementary sensors such as radar.
Our goal is to �nd a precise binary segmentation of the image patch, separating
the object from the background, and at the same time to perform an accurate
estimation of the disparity of the object. However, in the considered scenes the
background cannot be described accurately by a single disparity, optical �ow or
intensity model � it requires a representation using several separate segments.
An example can be seen in Fig. 1, where road plane, background vegetation and
road infrastructure have to be distinguished for a correct representation of the
scene. Each segment k is described by its pixel support Ωk, parametric models
for disparity dk and optical �ow vk, as well as a non-parametric intensity model
ik.

We consider the di�erent segmentation cues as realizations of independent
random �elds with the respective probability densities p(v|`), p(d|`) and p(i|`),
dependent on the segmentation or image labeling `. While the assumption of
independence between disparity and optical �ow will not hold in general scenes,
we assume it to be approximately ful�lled in our case of very small disparity
ranges, where �ow magnitudes are dominated by rotational camera motion and
independent object motion. The posterior probability distribution of all possible
labelings can then be described in a Bayesian manner:

p(`|v, d, i) = p(v, d, i|`) · p(`)
p(v, d, i)

∼=
p(v|`) · p(d|`) · p(i|`) · p(`)

p(v) · p(d) · p(i)
. (1)

The sought-for segmentation corresponds to the MAP estimate of `. We employ
an EM scheme to iteratively re�ne both the segmentation and the respective
segment parameters.

Disparity and optical �ow as random �elds

To formulate optical �ow v and disparity d directly as random �elds with para-
metric probability distributions, we apply the approach used by [10] and [18]
for pure motion segmentation. Based on the brightness constancy assumption
between corresponding pixels and the well-known linearized �ow error [15], the
deviation of the observed �ow ṽk(x) from its unknown true value vk(x) at pixel
x = [x y] of segment k is modeled as a normally distributed random variable:
ṽk(x) = vk(x) + N (0,σ2

vk
). Plugging this formulation into the linearized �ow

and the corresponding disparity error equations [15] yields the probability densi-
ties p(vk|`) and p(dk|`) for �ow and disparity, with variances σ2

vk
and σ2

dk
, given

the image segmentation `. Denoting the image gradient as g = [gx gy]
T
and

intensity di�erences between video frames and stereo images at each pixel as It
and Is, respectively, yields
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p(vk|`) =
1√

2πσ2
vk

·exp
(
− (gTvk + It)

2

2 · |gv|2 · σ2
vk

)
, σ2

vk
=

1

|Ωk|
·
∑
Ωk

(gTvk + It)
2

|gv|2
, (2)

p(dk|`) =
1√

2πσ2
dk

· exp
(
− (gxdk + Is)

2

2 · |gx|2 · σ2
vk

)
, σ2

dk
=

1

|Ωk|
·
∑
Ωk

(gxdk + Is)
2

|gx|2
. (3)

The terms |gv| and |gx| represent the image gradient magnitudes in the direction
of the estimated optical �ow and disparity, respectively.

Intensity distribution

We describe the intensity model of each segment by a non-parametric probability
distribution p(ik|`), which can in general have multiple modes. A kernel density
estimation is used to approximate the intensity distributions from the segment
support regions Ωk.

2.1 Segmentation

The MAP estimate labeling `∗ = argmax`(p(`|v, d, i)) is determined by minimiz-
ing the respective negative log-likelihood, i.e. the negative logarithm of p(`|v, d, i)
as de�ned in Eq. (1). The constant denominator has no in�uence on the location
of the minimum and can be dropped. This negative log-likelihood can be written
as an energy of the common form E = Edata + γ · Eprior, where the parameter
γ is used to balance data and prior terms.
Within the data term Edata, the variances of the disparity and �ow model of
each segment serve as implicit inverse weighting factors. Considering Eq. (2) and
(3), the displacement estimates of homogeneous image segments will in general
tend to have higher variances and therefore less in�uence on the location of the
energy minimum. Conversely, such segments will show more discriminative peaks
in their intensity distributions, and vice versa.
Using a Markov Random Field model, we choose a common contrast-sensitive
cost function for the prior energy Eprior as in [7]. This encourages smoothness
in homogeneous regions and label discontinuities at high image gradients.
To e�ciently compute a high quality approximate solution to the energy mini-
mization problem we use the graph cut approach of [5, 6].

2.2 Parameter update

Given the result of the segmentation step, the parameters of each segment are
updated. To parametrize �ow and disparity, either a translational or an a�ne
parameter model is assigned to each segment. We use a�ne parameter models
to approximate slanted surfaces in the world which cannot be reduced to fronto-
parallel planes even at large distances.
In the following we describe the estimation procedure for the optical �ow pa-
rameters ϑk. All results can be simply transferred to the case of one-dimensional
displacement for the disparity parameters.
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The optical �ow vector at each pixel is given as vk(x) = C(x)ϑk with

Caffine(x) =

[
x y 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 x y 1

]
Ctransl =

[
1 0
0 1

]
(4)

ϑaffine,k =
[
ϑ1,k ... ϑ6,k

]T
ϑtransl,k =

[
vx,k vy,k

]T
. (5)

Plugging this formulation into the energy formulation described in Section 2.1,
setting the respective partial derivative to zero and solving for ϑk yields the
closed form solution ϑk = A−1b with

A =
∑
Ωk

CTggTC

|gv|2
b = −

∑
Ωk

CTg · It
|gv|2

. (6)

For higher accuracy we follow [17] and perform several iterations of the parameter
estimation step by successively warping one image with the current parameter
estimates ϑk and computing the additive parameter updates ϑk ← ϑ−

k +∆ϑk.
Convergence is attained when ∆ϑk falls below a speci�ed threshold.
Finally, the variances of the parameter models of each segment are estimated
according to Eq. (2) and (3).
The updates of the non-parametric intensity models p(ik|`) are simply computed
from the intensity values of the pixel support of each segment.

3 Improved robustness and accuracy

3.1 Global priors

Computing local displacement parameter estimates can yield erroneous results
in homogeneous image areas. Fig. 2 shows an example where the segment pa-
rameter solution diverges in the featureless regions of the road plane. Here global
correspondence algorithms bene�t from strong regularization, propagating val-
ues from more reliable image areas outside the local image patch.
Hence, we describe how prior �ow, provided by dense global algorithms such
as [20], can be included into our approach to constrain the local parameter so-
lution (analogous for disparity). To integrate the prior �ow results v̂ into our
probabilistic model, p(v|`) in Eq. (1) is replaced by p(v|v̂, `):

p(v|v̂, `) = p(v̂|v, `) · p(v|`)
p(v̂|`)

. (7)

The term p(v̂|v, `) represents the likelihood of the prior �ow v̂ being in accor-
dance with the locally computed values v. Since the prior �ow is independent of
the segmentation, the constant factor p(v̂|`) can be dropped in the optimization.
Formulating p(v̂|v, `) as a Gaussian distribution with mean v allows to use its

variance σ2
v̂(x) =

[
σ2
v̂x
(x) σ2

v̂y
(x)
]T

to de�ne the desired in�uence of the prior,
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Fig. 2. Integrating priors from global algorithms prevents diverging local disparity and
�ow estimates in featureless regions such as the road plane

depending on the image gradient magnitude |g| at each pixel, normalized by its
local mean |g̃|:

σ2
v̂x(x) = αprior ·

(
|gx|
|g̃x|

+ 1

)2

, σ2
v̂y (x) = αprior ·

(
|gy|
|g̃y|

+ 1

)2

. (8)

This rather heuristic choice is motivated by the desire that in homogeneous
regions with low image gradients the con�dence in the global prior should be
higher than in the locally computed parameters while at object edges and in
structured regions the local solution should be allowed to deviate from the prior.
Performing a �rst order Taylor expansion on the prior terms and solving for the
�ow parameters as in Section 2.2 then yields

A =
∑
Ωk

(
CTggTC

|gv|2 · σ2
vk

+
CTfxf

T
xC

σ2
v̂x

+
CTfyf

T
yC

σ2
v̂y

)
(9)

b = −
∑
Ωk

(
CTg · It
|gv|2 · σ2

vk

+
CTfx · (v̂x − v−x,k)

σ2
v̂x

+
CTfy · (v̂y − v−y,k)

σ2
v̂y

)
(10)

with fx =
[−1

0

]
, fy =

[
0
−1

]
, and �ow results v−k of the previous iteration.

This represents a least squares parameter solution with priors similar to the one
in [2] but with additional adaptive weighting factors depending on both σ2

vk
and

the selected σ2
v̂(x).

3.2 Robust estimation

A further increase in robustness can be achieved by using Laplacian distributions
to model errors in the segment parameter estimates. The resulting L1 error
norms are less sensitive to outliers than the L2 error norms related to Gaussian
distributions. Integrating this modi�cation into the parameter update yields an
iteratively reweighted least squares solution for the displacement parameters
with adaptively weighted priors:

A =
∑
Ωk

(
CTggTC

|gv| · bvk · |It|
+

CTfxf
T
xC

bv̂x · |v̂x − v−x,k|
+

CTfyf
T
yC

bv̂y · |v̂y − v−y,k|

)
(11)
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b = −
∑
Ωk

(
CTg · It

|gv| · bvk · |It|
+
CTfx · (v̂x − v−x,k)
bv̂x · |v̂x − v−x,k|

+
CTfy · (v̂y − v−y,k)
bv̂y · |v̂y − v−y,k|

)
. (12)

For the scale parameter bv̂(x) =
[
bv̂x(x) bv̂y (x)

]T
the squares in Eq. (8) are

simply replaced by absolute values.

3.3 Parameter re�nement

After the segmentation algorithm has converged, a �nal parameter re�nement
step is performed. For highest sensitivity and sub-pixel accuracy in the proxim-
ity of the solution, the gradient-based normalization of Eq. (6) and the robust
extensions employed during segmentation are removed. The re�nement of the
�nal parameters then corresponds to the solution of the original formulation of
[17] with optimized support regions and initial values.

4 Experimental results

To evaluate the performance of our proposed approach, we test it on challenging
real-world stereo data of tra�c scenes recorded from a moving vehicle. The
camera setup has a focal length of 1,253 pixels with a baseline of 33 cm.

In a �rst step we apply a sliding-window vehicle detector, based on the
NN/LRF classi�er approach of [11], to select objects of interest and provide
image patches as input to our algorithm. As an initialization for the segmenta-
tion, the image patches are split into a regular pattern of nine non-overlapping
squares with translational displacement models and four larger overlapping re-
gions with a�ne parameter models. To include priors as described in Section 3.1,
global dense disparity maps and �ow �elds are computed based on [13] and [20],
respectively. The initial displacement values of all segments are simply set to
zero since the parameters are pulled towards meaningful values by the global
priors in the �rst iteration.

A qualitative assessment shows that our proposed probabilistic multi-cue ap-
proach yields good segmentation results even on challenging scenes where single-
cue approaches have major di�culties. Fig. 3 depicts two examples where the
combination of multiple cues leads to a signi�cant improvement of segmentation
quality. Segmentation errors are observable only in rare cases where none of the
di�erent cues is su�ciently discriminative.
The computed disparity maps and optical �ow �elds show valid scene structure
and sharp object boundaries, as can be seen in Fig. 1, 2 and 3.

Focusing on the computed disparity results, we perform a quantitative eval-
uation using a reference radar sensor. Radar measurements of distances of on-
coming and leading tra�c are very accurate and provide an appropriate quasi-
groundtruth for the computed disparity. As a test data set we use 14 stereo
sequences with a total of 1,000 frames. In each sequence, the disparity values of
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Fig. 3. Combining multiple cues ('MultiSeg') yields good segmentation results on chal-
lenging data, in contrast to using separate cues only. The center segment considered as
the object of interest is shown in green. The corresponding computed disparity maps
are shown on the right

one leading vehicle in a distance range between 100 m and 180 m are computed
for every frame. To minimize the in�uence of errors in the extrinsic camera pa-
rameters, a possible disparity bias is estimated on a second data set. This data
set consists of 1800 frames of comparatively close range (50 m - 100 m) leading
vehicles. We use sub-pixel smoothed SGM ('sSGM') [12] as well as a standard
1D-KLT �xed window disparity computation [17], where KLT window sizes are
set appropriately as to not include any background pixels. The bias estimated
using both methods di�ers by only 0.02 pixels, with an average of 0.37 pixels.
In both data sets, only vehicles close to the image center are considered to avoid
errors caused by deviations in the estimated intrinsic camera parameters.

Table 1 shows the average RMS disparity error of the proposed algorithm
('MultiSeg') over the test data set. For comparison we show the corresponding
results of sSGM [12] and �xed window KLT stereo [17]. The window for KLT
computation is set to the location and size returned by the car detector, sSGM
object disparity is computed as the median of the dense disparities over this
window. The MultiSeg image patch input is set to twice the KLT window size.
The results of sSGM and KLT are very similar, with errors of 0.15 and 0.13
pixels, respectively. MultiSeg outperforms both methods with an average RMS
error of only 0.08 pixels.

Table 1. Average disparity RMS errors for 14 sequences with vehicles at distances
from 100 m to 180 m, over a total of 1,000 frames. The proposed approach ('MultiSeg')
clearly outperforms sub-pixel smoothed SGM ('sSGM') and �xed window KLT stereo

sSGM KLT MultiSeg

RMS error [px] 0.15 0.13 0.08
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Fig. 4. Estimated disparity over time of an oncoming car compared to reference radar
data. The steps visible in the radar signal are caused by asynchronous sensor readout.
Structured background in the KLT patch (red) causes a drift beginning at frame 10,
while our segmentation-based approach (green) is una�ected. Note that the disparity
deviation of the KLT result at frame 13 corresponds to a distance error of over 10 m.

Aside from the absolute error values, another key aspect is the use of dispar-
ity measurements to estimate the velocity of moving objects. In this case, the
temporal continuity of the disparity values is crucial. Fig. 4 depicts an exam-
ple of the disparity results of an oncoming car compared to a reference radar
signal over time. Our segmentation-based approach closely follows the radar sig-
nal throughout the sequence, whereas interfering background features cause a
signi�cant drift in the standard �xed window KLT results.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a probabilistic multi-cue segmentation formulation
that allows for a highly accurate estimation of depth and motion in large-
distance stereo sequences. We combined parametric disparity, optical �ow and
non-parametric intensity distributions to robustly and accurately segment ob-
jects using graph cuts. The formulation of the segmentation criterion does not
require additional weighting factors since the individual cues are implicitly scaled
by their discriminative power. Segmentation and segment parameter estimates
are iteratively re�ned in an EM scheme. We further proposed extensions to im-
prove robustness by adding priors from globally computed disparity maps and
�ow �elds as well as by the use of robust distributions. Combining the segmenta-
tion results with a parameter re�nement step yields highly accurate disparity and
optical �ow estimates. Tests on real-world tra�c scenes show that the proposed
multi-cue segmentation performs well where single-cue methods have major di�-
culties. In a quantitative evaluation using reference radar data, an average object
disparity RMS error of less than 0.1 pixels is achieved.
Future work includes the temporal coupling of segmentation and parameter es-
timation over several video frames as well as an extension to object tracking.
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